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The process of Technology Transfer is dependent on personal
communication between individuals knowledgeable in new technology
and who are willing to share this knowledge with others for the purpose
of increasing the benefits to mankind. This work facilitates the com-
munication process by developing a fully automated system to produce
a directory listing of people who comprise this category. Furthermore,
the system's computer programs constitute a model by which the pro-
cess of gathering, storing, extracting and displaying various types of
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I. INTRODUCTION
It was never necessary to reinvent the wheel; still it has been done
many times. Recently there has been a widespread recognition of the
benefits that can accrue from the utilization of available information.
Many organizations, including the Federal Government, are constantly
looking for means of improving information flow and exchange. Docu-
mentation, search facilities, and distribution channels are significant
elements contributing to the movement of technical information from
the source to the user. However, the movement process is supported
primarily by individuals who facilitate the flow of information by a link-
ing function, which is often the catalyst that causes the implementation
of an innovation. The Linker is the prime ingredient in the process of
technology transfer. He is the intermediary between the source of
knowledge and its application. The Linker need not be a third party
but rather may be, and most often is, incorporated in the supplier or
user environment. Wherever the Linker is situated, one common
characteristic stands out: he is an individual who tends to take the
initiative on his own behalf to seek out scientific knowledge and to fur-
ther expose that knowledge to potential users that might find it appli-
cable in their current endeavor.
The objective of this thesis is to facilitate the linker function in
the technology transfer process through the development of a fully

automated procedure to produce a Technology Transfer Directory of
People.
Section II will provide some insight and background to the tech-
nology transfer process with emphasis on the need for personal contact.
Section III will provide the history of the Technology Transfer Directory
of People. Section IV will detail the analysis performed on the original
system used to produce the directory and will identify the deficiencies
and problems encountered. Section V will describe the methodology
utilized to develop a fully automated system and correct the existing
deficiencies. Section VI will draw conclusions concerning the benefit
and interest in the directory and will make recommendations for future
system enhancements and utilization. Finally, a statistical analysis
of the benefit and interest in the directory, an addendum to the 1977
directory, and a system user's guide will be presented in appendices
A thru E.

II. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS
A. RECENT ADVANCEMENTS
The technological advancements of the past two decades have been
significant. In the medical field, transplants of human organs and use
of animal organs have become a common place occurrence. Vaccines
for rubella and polio have almost entirely eliminated these dreaded
diseases. Cancer research and the development of the pacemaker have
been instrumental in prolonging human life. In the electronics field,
the development of the solid state transistor, laser beam, communica-
tion satellites, minicomputers, including the hand held calculator and
microwave ovens, have enhanced our way of life. The energy crisis
was a catalyst to the development of new fuels from waste matter,
increased utilization of nuclear and solar energy and the emergence
of more efficient power plants. Advancements in the aviation field
have had the effect of shrinking the world with the Boeing 747, Lockheed
L1011 and the British Concord. The threat of a diminishing food supply
has been removed with the evolvement of new farming techniques in-
cluding the use of the oceans.
Notwithstanding the significance of the foregoing technological
achievements, undoubtedly the one area most responsible for public
recognition of advanced technology has been the space program. Just
over twenty years ago we entered the space age with the successful

launching of the Soviet Union's first Sputnik. Less than ten years ago
the United States, after several manned orbital flights, placed the first
man on the moon. Today these achievements continue with orbiting
space laboratories and space probes to other planets.
B. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BENEFITS
What benefits, other than the knowledge that another frontier had
been conquered, has society received from the billions of dollars
expended on the space program? Unlike previous benefits to mankind,
e.g., radar, commercial jet engines and nuclear power resulting from
World War II military R&D, critics of the space program claimed it
was too exotic to have many uses here on earth [Harvard Business
Review, 1964, p. 108]. However, the space program has provided
more than its share of new technology successfully transformed into
everyday useful applications. Among these are:
1. A plasma arc torch has been developed for fabricating ultra-
hard materials and coatings by mass production methods.
2. Medical research and our health problems can use such
things as film resistance thermometers. Electronic equip-
ment capable of measuring low level electrical signals is
being adapted to measure body temperatures and blood
flow. In a dramatic breakthrough it has been found that a
derivative of hydrogen, developed as a liquid missile pro-
pellant, is useful in treating certain mental illnesses and
tuberculosis.
3. Ground-to-air missiles that ride a beam to their targets
must measure the distance to the target plane with an
accuracy of a few feet in several miles. This principle is
now applied to surveying techniques.
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4. Silicone for motor insulation and subzero lubricants is
used in new glass making techniques for a myriad of
products.
5. Heat resistant materials used to coat missile nose cones
are now used in cookware and smoking pipes.
6. Automatic gun cameras are now used in banks, retail stores
and toll booths.
7. Fluxless aluminum solder is now used for kitchen utensil
repairs, gutters, flashings, antennas, electrical joints,
automobile repairs, etc.
8. Satellite scan devices are used in infrared appliances,
e.g., lamps, roasters, ovens, switches, etc.
9. Missile accelerometers, torquemeters, strain gage
equipment are used in auto crash tests, motor testing,
shipbuilding and bridge construction.
10. Automatic control components are used in proximity switches,
plugs, valves, cylinders; other components are already an
integral part of industrial conveyor systems. [Bauer, p. 159].
•How did this specialized technology, developed for an exotic space
program, find its way into commercial application? Did it spin off or
drop out automatically as was envisioned would happen when the space
program began? No, it occurred through a complicated process known
as technology transfer.
C. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CONCEPT
The concept of technology transfer is not a simple one to define,
for the meaning of the phrase seems to depend on the audience consider,
ing it and the point in time. Furthermore, the process is known by
several names, e. g. , technology utilization, technology exchange,
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technology redistribution, technology diffusion, etc. By whatever name
it is known, the meaning of this transfer process, as it is used here,
is understood to be the movement or passing of information and know-
ledge from one application, directly or indirectly, to another application.
This movement of information can occur either vertically, within inter-
acting institutions, or horizontally, from one type of institution to
another.
According to Professor J. W. Creighton of the Naval Postgraduate
School, technology transfer is primarily a people thing. If left on its
own, new technology requires approximately twenty five years to spread
to other fields. Professor Creighton's position is supported by Samuel
I. Doctors who stated that the innovators responsible for turning know-
ledge into products, processes, and services are oriented toward in-
ternal communications within their own organizations rather than
toward their external professional communities; their communication
processes, because they are not documented, are not easily available
for study by outside scholars [Doctors, p. IX]. In the Department of
Defense User Needs Study, for example, a survey of engineers and
scientists in the laboratories of industrial defense contractors indicated
that in five out of seven cases in which it was necessary to search for
information, the man first consulted a source within the company or
his own or departmental files. "Project Hindsight, " a Defense Depart-
ment study of the origin of information and ideas that were important
12

in the development of twenty successful weapons systems, illustrated
that in 70% of the cases, personal contact was the medium by which
the information was introduced into the using organization [Rosenbloom,
p. 14]. Therefore, the process of technology transfer implies more
than the mere dissemination of technical information; it implies the
necessity for active participation by a transferor and a transferee.
It was this recognition that led students of Professors Jolly and
Creighton at the Naval Postgraduate School, to embark on a project




in. HISTORY OF THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER DIRECTORY
The first Technology Transfer Directory of People was published
in October 1975. The idea for the directory emerged from discussions
between Professors Creighton and Jolly of the Naval Postgraduate School
and Mr. Harold Metcalf, head of the Federal Laboratories Technology
Transfer Consortium at one of the Consortium meetings in October 1973.
The Consortium is a voluntary organization and has been established to
coordinate the technology transfer efforts of its members. A better
understanding of the goals and objectives of the Consortium can be found
in its operating policy stated below:
"The Department of Defense laboratories are a source of tech-
nology for the solution of those civil sector problems which
are amenable to technological solutions. The primary role
of the in-house laboratories is to provide a research and de-
velopment base for the development of systems required to
fulfill the national security mission of the Department of De-
fense. However, these laboratories can serve a vital sec-
ondary role in the adaption of technology to other fields and
areas of need to the extent that it does not adversely impact
on the primary Department of Defense mission. A consortium
of Department of Defense laboratories is formed for the pur-
pose of coordinating interactions with other federal agencies
and technology users at the federal, state, and local level,
and of coordinating the efforts in this endeavor. The Tech-
nology Transfer Consortium is an association of Depart-
ment of Defense laboratories working together through an
informal affiliation. The main thrust of the consortium
activity is through the individual and cooperative efforts of
the laboratories involved with the emphasis on the transfer
and adaption of technology through person-to-person
mechanism. " [Journal of Technology Transfer, 1976, p. 110]
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The discussion between Professors Creighton and Jolly and Mr.
Metcalf was centered on the person-to-person mechanism of the tech-
nology transfer process and basically around the possible need for a
listing or directory of individuals, other than members of the Consor-
tium, who would be willing to communicate with others in fields of
similar interests. Another attendee at the Consortium meeting was
Mr. Richard Stone of the National Science Foundation who agreed that
such a need may exist and indicated that the Foundation would be willing
to fund such a project.
Early the following year, Professors Creighton and Jolly discussed
this project with students in their Technology Transfer course. The
primary objective of the course is to provide the students with an ap-
preciation of the benefits that can be obtained through the technology
transfer process, specifically with regard to military R&D efforts,
and to enhance their capabilities to innovate and bring about change.
One of the Technology Transfer course students, J. W. Gilroy, decided
to perform a market survey to determine the degree of interest in the
type of directory proposed. Although no documentation of Gilroy's
survey exists, Professors Creighton and Jolly indicated that the results
showed sufficient interest to justify further efforts on the project
[Creighton, 1978] [Jolly, 1978].
Later that year, Professor Jolly incorporated the aid of another
student at the Naval Postgraduate School, J. T. Nededog, and together
15
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Figure 1. Original Invitation/ Authorization Form
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they developed the format for the directory and designed the system to
process the data and prepare the manuscript. To accumulate the re-
quired data for the directory, Nededog designed an invitation form
(figure 1) and sent it to persons whose names had been provided by
Professors Creighton and Jolly. These names were acquired from
various sources but they were all individuals known to be interested
in the process of technology transfer. While awaiting the responses
to the invitations, Nededog solicited the assistance of a computer
science student at the Postgraduate School to write the necessary pro-
grams to process the data upon its receipt. Once the over 2000 res-
ponses began arriving, Nededog and his wife, Carmen, set upon the
tedious task of sorting, keypunching and filing the 6000 cards (three
per record) and eventually the first directory was published and dis-
tributed in October 1975.
The first directory contained an OTUMS (Office of Technology
Utilization and Movement Study) Directory Acknowledgement Form
(figure 2) which provided the first recipients with an opportunity to
comment, criticize and/or recommend future improvements to the
directory. Several months after the initial distribution of the directory,
the OTUMS forms started to be returned and Professor Jolly compiled
statistics concerning the benefit and interest in the first directory.
The analysis (Appendix A) strongly supported the argument that the





PLEASE ANSWER TIE FOLLOWING QUESTTCUS AND/OR PROVIDE Afff CEMENT DESIRED:
1. The OTUMS Directory waa received on and will become a permanent source of reference
in the
(riur.ii of office, Agency, Library, Institute, etc.)









4, To what extent can this directory be useful in terms of getting information on
a. New Research and development (R&D) management mechanisms
b. Existing research and development (R&D)
c. Technology dissemination. Transfer and Utilization









Do you desire a copy of the first revision to this directory which will be published in 1976?
YES Q NO
8. In the interest of providing better and easier identification of each individual's expertise areas, revised
Codes will be useu starting with the first revision. If you desire your name listed in the revised directory/







AREA OF EXPERTISE OCCUPATION







Figure 2. Document Acknowledgement Form
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Furthermore, the responses supported the publication of a revised
directory which was to incorporate several changes recommended by
the initial recipients.
Once again students at the Naval Postgraduate School provided the
manpower for the accumulation of data and subsequent printing of the
revised directory. Robert Steidle and William Green issued new invita-
tions for listing in the revised directory to the original recipients and
also to the numerous individuals who sent letters or telephoned request-
ing a copy of the directory and an opportunity to be listed in future issues.
Meanwhile, the OTUMS forms continued to be received with comments
concerning the usefulness of the directory and additional recommenda-
tions for its improvement. Steidle and Green performed an analysis
similar to Professors Creighton and Jolly (Appendix B) which solidified





The emphasis of the system analysis concentrated on the need to
reduce the clerical effort required to maintain the data base and pro-
duce the directory. The original system was designed to accept data,
process it and produce a directory. Its originators, handicapped by
unknown factors, lack of time and limited resources, managed to
develop a system to fulfill all the anticipated requirements at the time
and as a first time effort, it proved to be more than adequate for its
intended purpose. Much to their credit, the interest and acceptance
of the directory rapidly outgrew the system they designed. This is a
compliment to their initiative and efforts.
The widespread interest in the first revision to the 1975 Technology
Transfer Directory of People created an obstacle to its publication. The
continuous receipt of up to ten or more signed invitation/authorizations
each day resulted in delaying the publication of the directory. The in-
clusion of an invitation/authorization form in the first directory signif-
icantly contributed to this problem since individuals who casually picked
up the directory could and did send in the form at any time.
Steidle and Green graduated in June of 1977. The authors of this
thesis then accepted the responsibility of processing the outstanding
authorizations and preparing the manuscript for printing. It was during
20

this time that the limitations in the original system became evident
and the need to reduce clerical efforts recognized.
A. DATA BASE LIMITATIONS
The initial distribution of invitations to be listed in the revised
directory was made in January 1977. By late June, some 1400 authoriza-
tions had been received and processed. Another 368 authorizations had
been received but not yet processed while more were being received
each day. Moreover the directory was not scheduled to be printed for
an additional three months. This lengthy time period, from distribution
of the invitations to printing of the directory, was responsible for some
of the information subsequently placed in the directory being outdated
and therefore inaccurate. The problem was compounded by the fact
that there was no existing procedure to identify and correct errors in
the data base either before or after printing. Additionally, there was
no procedure to include those hundreds of individuals who could not
be included in the directory due to late receipt of their authorization
forms.
1. The Authorization Form
The data base for the directory was established from a signed
authorization form, figure 3. Several problems were encountered in






PLEASE ANSWER TIE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND/OR PROVIDE ANY COWENT DESIREDl
1. The OTUM3 Directory waa received on and will become a permanent source of reference
in the
__^ ^_^_
fName of office. Agency, Library, Institute, etc.)
2. How woula you rate the general value of the information provided in the directory?
I I EXCELLENT Q FAIR
| | GOOD ! | POOR









a. New Research and development (R&D) management mechanisms.....
b. Existing research and development (R&D)
c. Tecnnology dissemination. Transfer and Utilization




Do you desire a copy of the first revision to this directory which will be published in 1976?
YES Q NO
8. In the interest of providing better and easier identification of each individual's expertise areas, revised
Codes will be useu starting with the first revision. If you desire your name listed in the revised directory,
please complete the following. Use the revised Codes on the opposite page for identifying your areas of interest
and expertise:
AREAS OF INTEREST AREA OF EXPERTISE OCCUPATION
Please check appropriate blocks.
A B C D











The data base is maintained on magnetic tape: input by-
three separate eighty column data processing cards for each individual
record. Specific information is limited to the length of the field on
the data processing card allocated for it, e.g., card 1, columns 29
through 63 are allocated to the first line of a three line address. The
authorization form did not specify where the first line of the address
was to be listed nor the maximum length it could be. Therefore,
when the first line of the address exceeded the maximum characters,
abbreviations had to be employed. Since several individuals key-
punched the information, the abbreviations were not always consistent
nor accurate.
b. Correct Address Identification
The authorization form contained two lines titled "address, "
but only one city, state, and zip code line. It is assumed that the in-
tent was to have the respondent indicate his home and/or business ad-
dress. However, if both address lines were completed, as occurred in
over 18% of the cases, it could not be certain which was appropriate to the
city, state, and zip code line. The problem was most acute for those
whose place of employment was Washington, D. C but who lived in
Virginia or Maryland. Furthermore, the respondent often used both
address lines to complete a four line address which created another
problem because often the organization was a necessary part of the
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address and therefore it constituted a fifth line. Finally, if both ad-
dress lines were completed, it could never be ascertained which ad-
dress the respondent desired listed in the directory.
c. Foreign Address Identification
The authorization form was designed to accommodate
the American respondent with an address in the United States; however,
102 respondents resided in foreign countries. Frequently, it was
extremely difficult to determine the full and proper address of these
individuals to insure receipt of correspondence and the directory itself.
d. Area of Expertise Codes
The invitations for listing in the first directory contained
83 two digit codes (figure 4) to indicate the individual's areas of expert-
ise. These two digit codes were quickly recognized as inadequate and
therefore a new code sheet containing 64 three digit area of expertise
codes to be cross referenced with 52 three digit occupation codes
(figure 5) was developed and included in the directory for future
respondents. These revised codes also proved inadequate. There
were 1809 respondents for the first revision to the directory, of these,
313 provided either an occupation and/or area of expertise which was
not codified, thereby reducing the value of these individuals being
listed in the directory.
e. Area of Interest Codes
The authorization form contained four blocks identified
as areas of interest and coded A, B, C, D. These blocks, when checked
24

Code sheet for OTUMS Directory of Persons Interested in
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION and MOVEMENT
AREAS OF INTEREST
Code 10 Where and how to find available technology.
Code 20 Examples and cases of new uses for existing technology.
Code 30 Research activity concerning methods of increasing the use of technology.
Code hO Research activity concerning technology movement, dissemination, and/or transfer.


















Bituminous coal and lignite mining
Oil and gas extraction
Ncnmetallic minerals, except fuels
CONSTRUCTION
15 General building contractors
lc heavy construction contractors
17 Special trade contractors
MANUFACTURING
20 Food and kindred products
Tobacco manufactures
Textile mill products
Apparel and other textile products
Lumber and wood products
Furniture and fixtures
Paper and allied products
Printing and publishing
Chemicals and allied products
Petroleum and coal products
Rubber and misc. plastics products
Leather and leather products




Electric and electronic equipment
Transportation equipment
Instruments and related products
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries
TRiJJSFORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES
'tO Railroad transportation





Pipe lines, except natural gas
Transportation services
Communication









































Wholesale trade -durable goods
Wholesale trade-nondurable goods
Building materials i-garden supplies
General merchandise stores
Food stores
Automotive dealers + service stations
Apparel and accessory stores
Furniture and home furnishing stores
Eatir.g and drinking places
Miscellaneous retail
FINANCE, INSURANCE, and REAL ESTATE
£0 Banking
6l Credit agencies other than becks
Security, commodity brokers + services
Insurance carriers
Insurance agents, brokers + service
Real estate
Combined real estate, insurance, etc.
Holding and other investment offices
SERVICES

















AUtc repair, services, and garages
Miscellaneous repair services
Motion pictures










91 Executive, legislative, and general
Justice, public order, and safety
Finance, taxation + monetary policy
Administration of human resources
Er.virorj-.xr.ta2 quality ir.d housing
Administration of economic programs












Coue A Where ana Iim to find available teclv/iology.
Coue b Exur.ples aixl c-Ai.es of new uses for existing technoli-«jy.
Coce C Kuscaxch activity aencerning ntrthous of increasing Uu? ur.e of technology.
Coue D Research activity concerriLr^g technology roverient, uiGsrn-ination, and/or transfer
Please ".elect the nunber(s) from the list below to describe your areas of expertise and occupation. For example.
I' you are a Public Relations Executive of an Insurance Company /ou select P& as your expertise trei and 309
to ldent-ry your occupation. Please note that 1t may be appropriate to select only one number, as for example
145 (Coiiiiiospr) or 453 (Physician).
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Figure 5. Three Digit Occupation Codes
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by the respondent, were to indicate to those who read the directory
which areas of the technology transfer process the individual was most
interested in, e.g.:
A. Where and how to find available technology.
B. Examples and cases of new uses for existing technology.
C. Research activity concerning methods of increasing
the use of technology.
D. Research activity concerning technology movement,
dissemination and/or transfer.
The value of this information was questionable as 58% of the respondents
checked three or more blocks and 2% checked none. Furthermore,
16. 8% of the respondents used the area of interest blocks to provide
additional area of expertise codes.
f. Authorization Receipt Date
One of the more significant deficiencies with the authoriza-
tion form was the absence of a date block. Compounding this deficiency
was the fact that no procedure was employed to either date stamp the
authorizations upon receipt or utilize a first-in, first-out system for
keypunching the responses. Due to the length of time from distribution
of the invitations to the printing of the directory, several respondents
submitted revised authorization forms with new information. Since
the authorization forms were neither dated nor keypunched as received,
it was almost impossible to determine the most current information if
two authorizations were submitted.
27

B. COMPUTER PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
The original system utilized two magnetic tapes and six computer
programs:
PROGRAM PURPOSE
1 Transfer data base to NPS tape 490.
2 Sort by state from NPS tape 490 to NPS tape 494.
3 Sort by job occupation from NPS tape 490 to NPS
tape 494.
4 Print alphabetical listing from NPS tape 490.
5 Print alphabetical listing grouped by state from
NPS tape 494.
6 Print alphabetical listing grouped by job occupation
from NPS tape 494.
These programs were the basis for transfering the data base from key-
punched cards to magnetic tape and for eventually producing the manu-
script for printing the directory. In analyzing the programs, several
deficiencies were found.
1 . Computer Language
All of the programs were written in the FORTRAN computer
language which deals primarily with scientific programming and is
designed for use with small data inputs and numerous mathematical
calculations. The data base for the directory is just the opposite in
that it has a large data input and requires no mathematical calculations.
For this reason alone, FORTRAN is an inefficient language in terms
28

of program run time and data manipulation required by the directory's
data base. Furthermore, FORTRAN is not easily adapted to data input
verification such as alpha/numeric field checks which are essential for
the directory's data base. In addition, FORTRAN does not have an
internal sort capability, thereby requiring utilization of excessive
magnetic tapes and external sort programs. Finally, it is a non-
narrative language and therefore is difficult to de-bug if new programs
were to be added to the system.
2. Program Logic
These programs were only print programs. There was no
logic employed in the programs to detect errors such as: out of
sequence data input cards (three cards per record are required), dup-
licate records, missing data input cards, missing data fields, incorrect
data or relationship errors.
3. Program Description
The computer programs were written to accommodate data
submitted by individuals residing in the United States. Consequently,
only a city and two digit state code field, a five digit zip code field and
a ten digit telephone number field were employed. This created num-
erous problems in printing a proper address and telephone number for
foreign residents. Since there are no universally recognized two digit
codes for countries, as there are for states, it was necessary to create
them in order to utilize program 2. These two digit country codes
29

would eventually be printed in the directory and on mailing labels and
of themselves might not be recognized as the country they represented,
e.g., IS for Israel, SZ for Switzerland or BE for Brussels. Furthermore,
the number of characters reserved for the city did not always allow for
the inclusion of the foreign country's state, province, county, etc.
Therefore, an address would appear as FREDERICTON, CN as opposed
to the correct address format: FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK,
CANADA.
Zip codes created similar problems. Many countries, in
addition to the United States, utilize a zip code and some contain more
digits than the five used in the U.S., e.g., Canada uses a six digit zip
code. Resultantly, only five of the six digits would be printed due to
the length of the field allocated for it.
Telephone numbers around the world vastly differ in the num-
ber of digits utilized. However, the computer programs were struc-
tured to print the telephone number in the format employed in the United
States, e. g. , brackets around the area code and a hyphen between the
three digit exchange and the last four digits. As a result, many of the
foreign telephone numbers are not printed in their recognized format.
4. Program Capabilities
Although programs 2 and 3 sort alphabetically by state and
job occupation for eventual printing by programs 5 and 6, there was
no alphabetic sort program prior to printing by program number 4.
30

The printing for the alphabetical listing was performed in the exact
sequence that the keypunched cards were manually filed. This was an
extremely time consuming and error prone operation. The 1977
directory contained 64 duplicate names and 76 names out of alphabetical
sequence as a result of this manual filing procedure.
The information printed by programs 5 and 6 (alphabetical
listings by state and job occupation respectively) was a duplicate of
the information printed in the straight alphabetical listing. Consequently,
an additional 137 pages were required to be printed with no additional
information, resulting in higher printing costs.
Programs 4, 5 and 6 are utilized in the preparation of the
directory manuscript. These are continuous print programs thereby
requiring excessive cutting and pasting to not only obtain the proper
size manuscript but also to provide spacing, headings and page numbers.
5. Programs Required
The data base itself is the principal source of the basic mailing
list for invitations to be listed in the directory. Unfortunately, there
was no existing program to produce printed mailing labels from the
data base, thereby necessitating the manual addressing of each
invitation.
C. SYSTEM LIMITATIONS
The system was structured only to accept and print data in the
card sequence provided. The simplicity of the system caused it to be
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inefficient for its intended purpose: maintaining a data base for the
eventual preparation of a directory manuscript. In this respect,
numerous system deficiencies were responsible for incorrect data
entering the data base and eventually the directory, the employment of
an inordinate amount of manual procedures and the incurrence of an
excessive amount of labor and machine costs. The following is a
representation of these significant system deficiencies:
1. The system contained no editing procedures thereby re-
quiring a manual screening of all data input.
2. No master record count or transaction input count pro-
cedures were employed to allow determination of the data
base size at any time.
3. No data extraction capability was designed into the exist-
ing system. Without this capability, historical data could
not be extracted nor could special listings be provided.
4. The system had no single transaction capability. This
was the most serious and costly of all the deficiencies.
Because of this, the total card data base (in excess of
6000 cards) had to be read into the system for each
correction, addition or deletion, either for individual
records or the entire data base. Furthermore, the
lack of a unique record identifier prevented the re-
tention of historical data, by each directory, and
required the rekeypunching of all three data cards for
individuals previously listed.
5. There was no external reports procedure therefore,
no individual run statistics, no exception reports and
no total directory processing statistics could be
provided.
6. There was no expansion capability contained in the
master record. Future changes to the master




Section III indicated that the first Technology Transfer Directory
of People was produced by students at the Naval Postgraduate School
based on a system developed in 1975. It was not until January of
1977 that the data base for the directory was updated by other students
at the Postgraduate School and in June of 1977 the authors of this thesis
assumed responsibility for the completion of this project and the print-
ing of the 1977 Directory. In each of the last two instances, the ab-
sence of documented procedures greatly hampered the efficiency of the
project. In the first instance, it was a complete relearning process
and in the second, only minimal verbal directions were provided.
After the identification of the original system's deficiencies and
an analysis of their effects on data accuracy and production efficiency,




V. DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SYSTEM
A. DESIGN PARAMETERS AND GOALS
Upon evaluation of the problems discussed in the preceding section,
it was recognized that a series of new computer programs, integrated
into a fully automated system would not only eliminate these problems,
but also provide a system designed to minimize the clerical effort
required for the production of a directory on a timely basis.
In the development of this new system, considerable effort was
directed toward identifying those design parameters and goals, which
in addition to providing specific solutions, would also incorporate sys-
tem enhancements increasing both the utility and maintenance of the
directory data base.
These design parameters and goals were identified as follows:
1. To develop a data collection form (Invitation Authorization
Form) which would both identify specific data fields and
provide corresponding data formats.
2. To develop a unique method of identifying each master
record by establishing a key field on current and future
master records.
3. To develop a method of converting the current master
data file into an expanded master file incorporating
additional data fields and providing a capability for
future record expansion.
4. To minimize the volume of keypunching required for
data base input and maintenance.
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5. To eliminate all manual sorting or merging of data input.
6. To develop a method of maintaining and extracting
historical data from the master file.
7. To develop a master file edit and update program which
will validate all input data and provide a means of changing
data fields on the master file by utilizing single input
transactions.
8. To provide input data and update exception error reports
with appropriate messages, defining the transaction in
error and the reason for rejection.
9. To provide printed output reports in a format to facilitate
directory manuscript preparation and reduces the number
of required pages.
10. To provide occupational and state cross-reference computer
output reports.
11. To reformat the alphabetical directory listing to include
a title field and to correct the zip code, telephone numb-
ber and area of interest fields.
12. To develop a computer master print program, controlled
by a single control card, which can specify the printing of
directory year groups from the master file.
13. To develop a computer program that will ensure all input
data is screened to prevent duplicate records from enter-
ing the master file.
14. To provide a means of deleting records off the master file
by utilizing single transaction input records.
15. To provide a method to produce an addendum for specific
directories.
16. To provide data base maintenance statistics to identify all
activity applied to the master file after each computer run.
17. To provide a users guide to define how the system functions
including input and output procedures.
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18. To develop a computer program which will ensure that
required data fields are complete, and input data cards,
which comprise the master record, are in the proper
sequence.
19. To develop a computer program which will produce ad-
dress labels from the master file.
20. To develop and test all programs utilizing COBOL as
the computer language.
These goals and design parameters were incorporated into the
seven computer programs comprising the Automated Technology
Transfer System (ATTS) and are presented in the computer program
section of this thesis. The users guide (Appendix C), which contains
expanded occupation codes, area of expertise codes, system output
reports, and a revised Invitation Authorization Form, included as a
result of this design effort.
B. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT
A system flow chart (Appendix D) depicts the structure of the
ATTS system. The system consists of data base maintenance and
report generation sub-systems. The production of a directory com-
mences with the execution of the label address program and the mail-
ing of the Invitation Authorization Forms. The development of the
Invitation Form focused on providing defined data element fields with
completion instructions contained on the form. In addition, the data
requested on the form should be in a sequence which facilitates data
input, since the form is also to serve as the source keypunch document.
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The completed form illustrates these design considerations by provid-
ing specific spaces, in the proper sequence, for each data element.
Thus, the problem of determining which address, the organization's
or individual's, to be utilized in the data base was eliminated. Also,
a separate field was established for foreign respondents which allowed
for the inclusion of additional address elements such as province or
country. Furthermore, the zip code field was expanded to six digits
to accommodate foreign responses. A title or position field was pro-
vided to increase the information presented in the alphabetical listing
of the directory. A future use field was incorporated, as well as pre-
printed data to facilitate keypunching of the form. Finally, a signature
and data field were included to solve the problem of multiple responses
and to comply with the Freedom of Information Act.
When the authorization forms are returned, via the return address
pre-printed on the opposite side, they are screened for completeness
and assignment of a key. This key serves as the unique identifier for
each respondent and is assigned to each response in the nine space key
field, located on the form at block zero. This key field was developed
to solve the problem of uniquely identifying each individual on the
master file other than by last name. This key provides the means of
computer sorting and merging of all transactions for updating the
master file, which is also organized in key sequence. In addition,
the development of a key provided the mechanism for computer duplicate
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checking, as well as providing the basis for directory year group
extraction by the master print control program. This key consists
of the following four elements:
1. A three digit Julian date indicating the day which the
response was received.
2. A two digit record number which identifies the response
within Julian day.
3. A two digit year field indicating the year which the
response was received.
4. A two digit field indicating the directory number which
is to be produced.
The two digit directory number field was developed to provide the
capability to organize responses into specific year groups based on
the number of previously published directories. For example, all
individuals listed in the 1977 directory have directory numbers of '02'
assigned and coded in their directory key field. Thus all individuals
to be listed in the next printing of a new directory would be assigned
a directory number of '03', which indicates a third edition and print-
ing of the directory. This key element was also developed to reduce
the keypunch requirement for responses received from individuals
previously listed on the master file. This reduction is accomplished
by the submission of a change transaction to the directory number
field of the respondents master record, rather than keypunching all
231 characters contained on the response form and required for a
new master record. Thus a net savings of 229 key strokes, per
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response received from individuals carried on the master file is
achieved provided all other data fields remain the same. This element
of the key provides the authorization to include an individual in a
specific directory by utilizing the directory number as the control
element of the control card for the master print program.
The design of the elements of the key field provided the structure
and function of the computer programs comprising the ATTS system.
After the assignment of the appropriate key to each returned
invitation authorization form, the data from each form is keypunched
onto three eighty column standard keypunch cards. These input cards
are batched for ease of handling and submitted as input for execution
by the validate and update program. This action initiates the data base
maintenance sub- system of the ATTS system.
The validate and update program is the largest (over 1000 instruc-
tions) and most complex of the seven programs developed for the ATTS
system. It was designed to solve all the problems concerning invalid,
incomplete or duplicate data entering the directory data base. This
program is the focal point for all new Add' records, change records,
or delete transactions, and is exclusively used for data base maintenace,
sequence checking and for updating the master file. All other programs
of the ATTS system utilize the results of the master file magnetic tape
created as output from this program. The validate module of this
program screens all input transactions for completeness and accuracy
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and performs twenty-nine different edit and validate checks. Trans-
actions failing these checks are printed on a validation error report
with error messages indicating the cause of the edit failure. These
error transactions are not allowed to update the master file until they
are corrected and pass all edits during the next program cycle.
The update module performs three update checks on the validated
transactions received from the validate module. It then sorts all the
valid transactions into key sequence and applies them to the master
file, ensuring that the proper key sequence is maintained. The up-
date module also ensures that duplicate records are not applied and
produces an update error report for those transactions failing any
update screens. Upon completion of transaction processing, the
master file is updated and a master file activity report is produced
which provides program processing statistics, indicating final record
and transaction counts. This provides the basis for ensuring that all
input is processed and maintains a record of all transactions applied
to the master file.
Following completion of the validate and update program, the
second and last program of the data base maintenance sub-system
(the name-key cross-reference program), is executed. It was designed
to rename the old and new master files utilized by the validate and up-
date program which is required in order to reduce the requirement
for the establishment of generation data sets that would complicate
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the system. The name-key program also provides a report consisting
of the names, in alphabetical order, of all individuals comprising the
master file and their respective keys. This report is used by clerical
personnel to determine if responses are from individuals previously
listed and determines if any change transactions other than the directory
number is required.
The report generation sub- system is executed after an individual
batch of input data or the entire data base has been processed by the
data base maintenance sub-system. This sub-system provides clerical
personnel with the first look at the data inputed to the validate and up-
date program. This sub-system is comprised of the following four
print programs:
1. The master print control program.
2. The state cross-reference program.
3. The occupation cross-reference program.
4. The Address Label program.
All of these print programs were designed to produce printed
reports to facilitate directory manuscript preparation. This is ac-
complished by providing appropriate page headings, offset spacing and
page breaks which allow for cutting to the correct manuscript size.
In addition all reports contain, as the last page, a numerical count
of all individuals listed, in order to ensure that each individual appears
on all three reports, comprising the completed manuscript.
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C. THE MASTER PRINT PROGRAM
The master print program of this sub- system is designed to pro-
vide the option of printing a specific directory from the master file by
selectively pulling records matching the directory year group indicated
on the directory print control card provided as input to this program.
The input phase of the ATTS system is designed so that each new
directory printing will contain directory numbers incremented each
year and coded in the key field when inputed to the validate and update
program. Thus for the next directory (after the 1977 directory) all
key fields of responses received will contain a directory number of '03'
coded in the directory number field of their respective keys. The
master print program will not execute if the control card is not present
or does not contain a numeric, two digit, directory number.
The master print program functions as the control program for
this sub- system by providing as output, the input magnetic tape to the
State cross-reference, Occupation cross-reference and Address Label
programs. However, by modifying the input tape specified in the Job
Control Language of any of these print programs, the entire contents
of the master file can be printed, if so designated as the input tape.
The master print control program also prints the alphabetical listing
for the first report contained in the directory after sorting, on tem-
porary storage, the input tape into alphabetical sequence. This sort
is an internal sort and eliminates the requirement for a separate sort
program and a separate magnetic tape.
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D. THE STATE CROSS-REFERENCE PROGRAM
The state cross-reference program was designed to provide a
report of those individuals appearing on the alphabetical listing, by-
last name, in state or foreign country sequence. The name of the
state or country is designed to print each time a break occurs due to
a new state code used in the sort sequence. This report comprises
the second section of the directory; however, by designing the report
format to print three columns across the page, a two-thirds reduction
of the number of individuals listed in the alphabetical section is achieved.
A card input deck of state names and codes is utilized to build a com-
puter generated internal table for providing the state names appearing
on the report. Master records whose state codes differ from the
codes contained in this table will be rejected and printed on an error
report. To correct these errors, change transactions will have to be
submitted to the state code field of the corresponding master record
for processing by the validate -update program.
The State Cross-reference program was also designed to sort the
input tape, in state code sequence, before processing begins in order
to eliminate the requirement for an additional external sort program.
E. THE OCCUPATION CROSS-REFERENCE PROGRAM
The Occupation cross-reference listing was designed in the same
format as the State cross-reference listing and also achieved a two-
thirds reduction in the number of required print pages. However,
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the input tape is internally sorted by this program, alphabetically by
last name, within occupational code sequence. This also eliminated
an external sort program and an additional magnetic tape.
The report produced is intended to provide a listing of individuals
sharing the same occupation code and by refering back to the alpha-
betical listing produced by the master print program, additional infor-
mation can be ascertained for these individuals.
F. THE ADDRESS LABEL PROGRAM
The Address Label program was designed to provide a method of
extracting the name and address information from the master file and
producing output on special label forms. The alignment module of this
program produces forty-five test addresses for label alignment by the
computer operator. The program incorporates logic which provides
for printing variable address lines required by foreign respondents or
for multiple address lines resulting from the incorporation of the
organization address in some master records. The program is also
structured to prevent the printing of blank lines due to missing data
elements. The address label program sorts the input tape into zip
code and then alphabetical sequence within zip code sequence to reduce
bulk mailing costs.
G. CONVERSION AND TESTING PROCEDURES
The original master file consisted of 1809 master records of 179
characters each. After determining the new data fields required by
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the ATTS system, a conversion computer program was developed which
converted the old master records into the new format of 231 characters
each. The program reserved blank spaces within the new master record
for the new data elements as well as changing the sequence of existing
fields to facilitate the edit and validate functions of the validate and up-
date program. In addition, this program computed and constructed
keys for each master record, incrementing for each record number and
changing the Julian day assigned after each group of 95 records was
processed. All converted master records were assigned directory
numbers of '02' indicating that these records comprised the 1977
directory which was the second one published. This completed the
conversion phase as no existing programs could be converted from
FORTRAN into COBAL computer language and no existing programs
utilized in the old system could meet any of the design parameters
established for the new system.
The next phase in the development of the ATTS system consisted
of writing the seven programs discussed above and the creation of a
test program to ensure system compliance. The initial test phase
began with the validate and update program and included the submission
of test batches of input data designed to check all elements of the pro-
gram's logic and error report formats. Upon completion of this phase,
the print programs were developed and tested. A final test of the entire
system was accomplished utilizing the revised Invitation Authorization
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Form and the ATTS system user's guide which had just been completed.
Clerical personnel processed and keypunched all input data which in-
cluded change and delete transactions as well as 106 new responses.
The results of this test validated the system and produced an addendum
(Appendix E) to the 1977 directory presented in the new format, includ-
ing a title field to be utilized for all future directories.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. SYSTEM VALUE
The system developed to accumulate information, maintain a data
base and produce a directory has an application broader than the facilita-
tion of the linker function in the technology transfer process. The sys-
tem was so designed that it could, with minor modifications, be utilized
as the basis for any information gathering and display system. The
computer programs, which are the foundation of the system, greatly
minimize the clerical functions associated with gathering, inputing
and maintaining a data base and significantly increase the validity and
utilization of this data base through the report generation sub- systems.
Unlike the original system which simply accepted data in the sequence
provided and displayed it through print programs, the newly developed
system has provided the ability to selectively extract specific data for
historical and functional purposes. This feature has been utilized
several times in responding to outside requests for specific portions
of the data base and mailing labels by categories such as zip codes or
occupation codes to facilitate inviting persons to symposiums and con-
ferences, distribute materials or contact groups of individuals for
various purposes. Therefore, it is the conclusion of the authors of
this thesis that the system developed could be of significant aid to not
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only other organizations, but also to other students doing thesis research
in their efforts to accumulate, store and eventually display their data.
B. DIRECTORY VALUE
The analysis performed by Professors Creighton and Jolly and the
subsequently expanded analysis performed by Steidle and Green on the
benefit and interest in the Directory supported its continued publication
at the time. However, a closer examination and comparison of the
1975 Directory with the 1977 Directory and its Addendum might lead
to the conclusion that the interest in the Directory may not have been
as intense as originally anticipated. The 1975 Directory contained
1799 names. Published two years later, the 1977 Directory contained
only an additional 10 names and the Addendum another 106. However,
the problem is not one of lack of interest, but rather one of a static
data base and lack of aggressive marketing procedures. The expansion
of the Directory's mailing list is mainly dependent on those already-
listed through submission of additional names of individuals interested
in being included in the directory. The submissions have not been as
numerous as expected. Furthermore, there is some evidence that
indicates the Directory is becoming a Who's Who in the technology-
transfer field and is missing the field and bench personnel who are
actually conducting research on new technology and therefore need
to be included. It is suspected that the administrators and managers
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of the companies and organizations listed in the Directory are not
making the "working" level personnel aware of its existence and
thereby depriving them of the opportunity to be listed therein
[Montanarelli, 1978].
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Expansion of Data Base
The problem of a static data base and lack of aggressive
marketing procedures are critical and need to be resolved if the
directory is to facilitate the linker function in the technology transfer
process. Therefore, the following recommendations for expansion
of the data base and generation of increased interest in the directory
are provided:
a. Identify all the federal laboratories, academic institutions,
private organizations and commercial companies engaged in developing
new technology.
b. Provide these laboratories, institutions, organizations
and companies with copies of the current directory to be placed in
lounges, lunch rooms, libraries and other areas where employees
are most likely to read them.
c. Prepare and distribute a promotion package which should
include, as a minimum, a poster explaining the intended function of
the directory and copies of the invitation form.
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d. Encourage current listees in the directory, thru the
inclusion of a form in the directory itself, to submit names of indi-
viduals they know to be interested in the technology transfer process.
The foregoing could be accomplished by students in a Tech-
nology Transfer course as a special project.
2. Future Enhancements for Increased Directory Utilization
The following recommendations for future system enhance-
ments which will facilitate directory utilization are provided:
a. The Directory must be published at least annually.
b. Utilize the publication of a quarterly Addendum to update
the information in the directory and add new names.
c. Incorporate figure 12 of Appendix C as a means of
correcting and updating the directory data base.
d. Improve the quality of printing in the Directory.
e. Continually update the occupation and area of expertise
codes used in the Directory.
f. Periodically purge the data base of individuals who have
not responded to an invitation for at least two years. This will insure
that the master file remains at a reasonable size.
g. When more working level technicians are incorporated




h. Perform periodic analysis on the usefulness of data ele-
ments other than name/address and expand/delete as necessary.
i. Investigate the possibility of standardizing the occupation
and area of expertise codes with those used in other publications.
j. Investigate the possibility of identifying, obtaining and
publishing in the Directory, a listing of technology transfer accomplish-
ments that were a direct result of utilization of the Directory.
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In 1975 the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, in co-
operation with the National Science Foundation, completed and issued a
directory of persons interested in the process of technology transfer. It
was the intent that the directory be of substantial benefit to both the public
and private sectors of our economy by fostering communications between
and among individuals interested in the processes, concepts, framework
and methodology of technology dissemination, transfer and utilization.
Market
The first edition contained the names, addresses and areas of interest
and areas of expertise of 2000 persons. Copies of the directory were dis-
tributed to the 2000 persons in the directory. In addition copies of the direc-
tory were sent to over 1000 persons who either wrote or made a telephone
request for a copy. The total distribution was 3200 copies.
Objective
A questionnaire was included within each copy of the directory. The
reason for including the questionnaire within the directory was to deter-
mine the value of the directory and to obtain suggestions for improvements
in the directory when the second edition was prepared.
This report is an analysis of the questionnaire responses and other
direct communications related to the directory.
Methodology
(1) One hundred questionnaires were selected at random from the sev-
eral hundred completed and returned questionnaires that were returned by
the persons who had received a copy of the first edition of the directory.
The questionnaire data were tabulated and analyzed.
(2) Letters concerning the directory were analyzed.
Discussion of the Analysis
The first question concerning the merits of the directory was: How
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i 1
Excellent Good Fai r Poor
General rating of value of information in directory (n=99, one non-
response)
It is clear that the value of the directory was rated as worthwhile.
If the excellent and good are combined together, then 79 of the respond-
ents felt that the directory supplied information of worthwhile value.
The next question of interest was: Will the information in the direc-











Value of directory to a program (n=100)
There were two reservations that were most often expressed. The
first was that more time was needed in order to make an accurate deter-
mination and the second was that future issues of the directory should be
cross indexed to enhance the value of the directory.
The next question was included to determine the mission areas served































Value for technology dissemination, transfer and utilization (n=99,
one nonresponse)
Technology dissemination, transfer and utilization received the most
support. As can be seen this was nearly unanimous. There was slightly
less support for research and development. Ninety five respondents
indicated that the directory had a use in terms of existing research and




The question concerning changes in the directory was open ended and
thus required the respondent to make a written comment. The written








Add Add Add Add
Telephone Geographic Interest Expertise
Numbers Index Index Index
Changes in the directory suggested by written comment (Several com-
ments could come from one respondent.)
Several suggestions were made in addition to those shown above, those
mentioned two or more times were as follows: Index by job title; by occupa-
tion, and by corporate name. A number of respondents felt that energy
should be added to the categories of area of expertise.
The respondents were asked: Do you desire a copy of the first re-
vision to this directory which will be published in 1976? All of the
respondents requested a copy of the revised edition.
The directory respondents were analyzed in terms of their geographic
location. The random sample of 100 was divided as follows: 31 different
states of the U.S.A., Canada, New Zealand and West Germany were rep-
resented. There were five respondents living in Canada.
Direct Correspondence
The following organizations requested, obtained and used a set of
address labels of the persons listed in the directory.
(1) Technology Transfer Society
11720 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Use: (a. ) Invitations to the 1st. Annual Meeting and
Symposium June 25, 1975.
(b. ) Invitations to persons listed in the directory to




(2) World Fair for Technology Exchange
P. O. Box 1748
Ormand Beach, FL 32078
Uses: (a. ) Invitations to the 76 World Fair for Technology
Exchange
(b. ) Invitations to the 77 World Fair for Technology
Exchange
(3) University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01002
Use: Invitations to the Symposium on Technology Today
(4) Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
Uses: (a. ) Invitations to the Symposium on Science, Technology
and Public Policy sponsored by the Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
(b. ) Distribution of the book Technology Transfer in
Research and Development. Printing sponsored by
the Naval Material Command, Washington, D.C.
(5) University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Use: Invitations to a Seminar on Technology Transfer
(6) Benwill Publishing Corp.
167 Corey Road
Brookline, MA 02146
Use: Distribute advance copies of a new publication called;
Technology Transfer Times.
Conclusions
The responses received on 100 randomly selected questionnaires
concerning the perceived benefit of the 1975 Technology Transfer Direc-
tory of People, were analyzed. The analysis showed that:
(1) The Directory was rated either excellent, good, or fair by 97
out of the sample of 100.
(2) The information in the Directory would be of assistance in
administering programs to 96 out of the sample of 100.
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(3) All three of the missions investigated were perceived to be
beneficial to some segment of the sample. Technology dis-
semination, transfer and utilization received the strongest
vote with 98 out of a possible 99 rating the Directory as highly
useful or somewhat useful.
(4) The most popular revision of the Directory was to add a cross
index by area of expertise (44 out of a possible 100 votes). The
other three possible revisions, cross index by interest area,
cross index by geographic area and add telephone numbers
received considerable support.
(5) The Directory enjoys a wide geographical interest and distribution.
The random sample of 100 questionnaires came from 31 different
states of the U. S. A. and from three foreign countries.
(6) Six organizations used a complete printing of all of the names in
the Directory as a mailing list to invite persons to symposia and
conferences, to distribute material of special interest, and to
invite people to join a technology transfer society.
The evidence presented strongly supports the argument that the
Directory is useful to scientists, engineers and managers. The evidence
presented further supports the argument that a new issue of the Directory,





Analysis of the Benefit and Interest in the 1975 Technology-
Transfer Directory of People
The 1975 directory listed 1800 persons. Each person received a
copy and was requested to fill out and return a document acknowledge-
ment form (Appendix A). A total of 328 forms or 18. 2% of the ack-
nowledgement forms were returned. Following are summaries of the
results.
Question. How would you rate the general value of the information
provided in the directory?
Figure 1 depicts graphically the responses to this question. It indicates
that 253 of the 32 8 respondees (77%) rated the value of the information as














Figure 1. Value of the directory information
Question. Will the information in the directory be of assistance to
you in administering your programs?
Figure 2 shows the responses to this question. It indicates that the
information in the directory would be of assistance in administering
programs in 294 responses or 93%. Only 22 responded negatively with











Responses Yes Yes, But No
Figure 2. Value of the Information in Administering Your Programs.
Question. To what extent can this directory be useful in terms of get-
ting information on (a) New research and development
(R & D) management mechanisms, (b) Existing research
and development (R & D) and (c) Technology dissemination,
transfer and utilization?
Figure 3a graphically displays that a majority of those people responding
consider the value of the directory information to new research and















Figure 3a. Value to New Research and Development
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Figure 3b reflects the respondees rating of the directory information

















Figure 3b. Value to Existing Research and Development.
Figure 3c graphically displays an overwhelming favorable support for the
directory's value for technology dissemination, transfer and utilization.
A total of 276 out of 289 responses or 95% considered the information

















Figure 3c. Value for Technology Dissemination, Transfer and Utilization.
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Question: What changes would you recommend for improving this
directory?
The most desired revisions to the directory format was to add cross
indexes for areas of expertise, areas of interest, a geographical index
and the addition of telephone numbers.
The new directory format (Appendix B) will contain an alphabetical list-
ing of persons with addresses in the United States followed by an inter-
national listing. Telephone numbers with area codes have been included
when submitted. A geographical listing by state is provided along with
a new occupational code index including international participants.
Question. Do you desire a copy? Yes No
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A. PURPOSE OF THE USERS GUIDE
The purpose of this manual is to provide the information and pro-
cedures necessary to execute the Automated Technology Transfer
System (ATTS). This system was designed to facilitate the maintenance
of the directory data base and provide the computer produced manuscript
for the printing of the Technology Transfer Directory.
The data input key punch transaction format is discussed in section
one. The Invitation Authorization Form (figure 4) has been designed as
the input data source document for all new (Add) transactions. Methods
of either changing or deleting data from the master data base file are
discussed in .sections two and three respectively.
Sections two through five pertain to methods and procedures neces-
sary for data preparation and system input. Sections six through nine





A. DATA BASE MAINTENANCE SUB-SECTION
The ATTS system is comprised of two major sections, a data base
maintenance section and a report generation section. The core of the
data base maintenance section is a computer validate and update program
which sorts, merges and processes all input (Add), change and delete
record transactions. These transactions function to update a master
file containing the records of all individuals listed in the data base of
the Technology Transfer Directory. A validation module of this program
screens all input transactions for completeness and accuracy by perform-
ing a series of thirty-two edit and validation checks. Transactions fail-
ing any of these edit screens are printed out on a validation and error
report, see report 1. These error transactions are not allowed to update
the master file until they have been corrected and pass all edits during
the next program cycle. An update module of this program applies only
validated records to the master file, after sorting, and ensures that
duplicate records do not update the master file. This module also pro-
duces an error report with corresponding messages for those records
failing update screens. See report 2.
Following completion of this program, the Name-key cross-refer-
ence program is executed. This program provides an updated listing,
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in alphabetical sequence, containing the corresponding assigned key
(record identifier) and last name. This report was designed to provide
a means of determining the status of the invitation form as either a new
(Add) transaction or a change transaction.
B. REPORT GENERATION SUB-SECTION
The remaining phase of the ATTS system, consists of executing the
three manuscript producing print programs, designed to facilitate data
base extraction and to ease the preparation of the manuscript. This
sub- system also contains an address label program which extracts the
name and address of individuals selected by the control card of the
master print program, which are then sorted in zip code sequence, and
printed on special label forms. The ATTS System Flow Charts (figures
1, 2, and 3), depict the fully integrated system in its final form. These
flow charts illustrate the complete process of producing the Technology





















Figure 1. System Flow Chart One,
Prepare', Mail and Keypunch
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III. NEW DATA INPUT
A. THE INVITATION AUTHORIZATION FORM
The Invitation Authorization Form, reproduced as figure 4, is a
preprinted input source document utilized by individuals expressing a
desire to be listed in the Technology Transfer Directory of People.
The form was designed to facilitate keypunching and provides the source
of information for all new (Add) transactions to the directory data base.
This form should be mailed approximately 90 days before the pro-
duction of a new directory. The invitation preparation flow chart (fig-
ure 1) depicts the preparation of invitations which initiate the first phase
of the data base maintenance sub- system, by providing new input to the
ATTS system. Upon return of this form, it must be examined for a
signature, required by the Freedom of Information Act.
This invitation form, consists of thirteen fields (spaces for data)
commencing with block zero and ending with block number twelve. The
invitation form is actually three 80 card column keypunch cards, laid
out continuously, with the end of each eighty card columns indicated
by the three preprinted numbers ' 1', '2', and '3' respectively. The
number '1', preprinted at the end of the second line of the form, in-
dicates the end of the first eighty columns on the form and corresponds









































































































































































































































Figure 4. Invitation Authorization Form
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information on the form. Moreover, the number '2' preprinted at the
end of line five, indicates the end of the second set of eighty columns.
The preprinted number '3', at the end of the last line of the form, in-
dicates the end of the last set of eighty columns.
Each space on the form represents a space on a keypunch card and
the numbered blocks on the form identify specific elements of informa-
tion, as well as, the maximum number of spaces allowed for each block
of information. Thus, the form is designed to provide for direct key-
punching, with the concomitant requirement that each data field remain
in the sequence provided on the form and in accordance with the card
column format for new (Add) transactions listed on figure 5.
It is essential that the three cards, keypunched from this form,
are maintained in the order specified by the form. This means that
card number one, indicated by the number one in card column eighty,
is followed by card number two, and it by card number three, when
assembled into the input card deck (A batch) for processing. If this
is not accomplished, the validate module will detect an out of sequence
condition and reject the transaction.
B. THE ADD TRANSACTION
The three keypunched cards comprising all the information from
the invitation form, are referred to as an Add transaction. The letter
'A', preprinted in space number ten of the first line, indicates an Add




In order to facilitate computer processing and to establish a
unique means of identifying each individual on the master file, other
than name, a nine space key titled field was developed, consisting of
four elements. This key must be keypunched on all transactions, and
is to be coded on the invitation form in block zero, upon return receipt
of the form. The first element of the key is the Julian day that the form
was received in the mail. The second element of the key consists of
two spaces and indicates the record number of this invitation. Thus,
if the invitation was the tenth one received on fifteen January, '015'
would be coded in the Julian day field and '10' in the record number
element of the key. The third element of the key is a two space year
field. The year 1978 would be coded as '78' in this field. The last
element of the key is the directory number and consists of two spaces.
The 1977 directory has been assigned directory number two, thus, '02'
has been coded in the directory number field of all individuals compris-
ing that directory. In order to differentiate each directory, this field
is incremented by one digit for each new directory. Thus, for the next
directory, to be printed after the 1977 directory, all returned invitations
must have directory numbers of '03' coded in their key fields. This
directory number field provides the means whereby the master print
program can select a specific directory year group off the master
file and constitutes a major design feature of the ATTS system.
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D. ADD TRANSACTION KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS
Table 1, lists the appropriate occupation codes for block three of
the invitation form. Code and keypunch three zeros if this field is not
complete. Table 2, lists the appropriate two digit State or Foreign
country codes for block number seven. Code and keypunch ' YY' if
blank or 'ZZ' if the foreign country does not appear on table 2. Sec-
tion seven explains the method of providing new codes to the system.
For the telephone field, block ten, code and keypunch the telephone
number of all U.S.A. invitation responses without dashes. If an exten-
sion number is provided, leave a blank after the telephone number and
precede the extension code with the letter X. The number 405-455-7337
extension 5555, would be keypunched as follows 4054537337 X5555. Code
foreign response telephone numbers exactly as provided on the form.
Note that block number eleven of the form, the Area of Expertise Field,
consists of nine spaces for up to three expertise codes. Table 3, con-




Key Punch Format and Instructions
(These Three Cards are Key Punched
Directly From the Invitation Form)
KEY PUNCH FORM CARD REQUIRED INVITATION EDIT/
CARD NO. DATA ELEMENT COLUMN LENGTH FIELD BLOCK NO. VALUE
1 KEY: 1-9 9 YES NUMERIC
Julian Day 1-3 3 YES NUMERIC
Record No. 4-5 2 YES NUMERIC
Julian Year 6-7 2 YES NUMERIC
Directory No. 8-9 2 YES NUMERIC




NAME 11-38 28 YES 1 ALPHA-NUM
ORGANIZATION 39-73 35 NO 2 ALPHA-NUM
OCCUP. CODE 74-76 3 YES 3 NUMERIC
OFFICE USE 77-79 3 N/A Pre-Print N/A
CARD NO. 80 1 YES Pre-Print ' 1 '
2 ADDRESS LINE-1 1-29 29 NO 4 ALPHA-NUM
STREET 30-53 24 NO 5 ALPHA-NUM
CITY 54-69 16 YES 6 ALPHA
STATE 70-71 2 YES 7 ALPHA
ZIP 72-77 6 NO 8 ALPHA-NUM
OFFICE USE 78-79 2 N/A Pre-Print N/A
CARD NO. 80 1 YES Pre-Print '2'
3 FOREIGN USE 1-20 20 NO 9 ALPHA-NUM
TELEPHONE 21-36 16 NO 10 ALPHA-NUM
AREA OF EXP. 37-45 9 NO 11 NUMERIC
TITLE 46-73 28 NO 12 ALPHA-NUM
FUTURE USE 74-79 6 N/A Pre-Print N/A
CARD NO. 80 1 YES Pre-Print '3'

















































































Table 1. Occupation Codes (continued)
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State/ Country Code State/ Country- Code State/Country Code
Alabama AL Iowa IA North Dakota ND
Alaska AK Ireland IR Ohio OH
Australia AS Israel IS Oklahoma OK
Arizona AZ Italy IT Oregon OR
Arkansas AR Kan sas KS Pennsylvania PA
Belgium BE Kentucky KY Rhode Island RI
California CA Louisiana LA South Carolina SC
Chile CH Japan JA South Dakota SD
Columbia CL Maine ME Scotland SL
Canada CN Maryland MD Spain SP
Colorado CO Massachusetts MA Sweden SW
Connecticut CT Michigan MI Switzerland sz
Delaware DE Minnesota MN Tennessee TN
Dist. of Col. DC Mississippi MS Texas TX
Florida FL Missouri MO England UK
Finland FN Montana MT Utah UT
France FR Nebraska NE Virgin Islands VI
Georgia GA Norway NO Vermont VT
Germany GE Nevada NV Virginia VA
Guam GU New Hampshire NH Washington WA
Hawaii HI New Jersey NJ West Virginia WV
Idaho ID New Mexico NM Wisconsin WI
India II New York NY Wyoming WY
Illinois EL New Zealand NZ Not Specified YY
Indiana IN North Carolina NC Other Foreign
Country
zz


























410 Telephone/ Telegraph 565
415 COMMUNITY RELATIONS 570
420 COMPUTERS 575

































Table 3. Area of Expertise Codes
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610 FOOD/RELATED PRODUCTS 755
615 FURNITURE/ FIXTURES 760
620 GRAPHIC ARTS 765





640 PAPER/ALLIED PRODUCTS 790







655 RAILROAD EQUIPMENT 810
660 RUBBER PRODUCTS 815
665 SHIPBUILDING 820













710 NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 875
715 OCEANOGRAPHY 880
720 OPERATIONS RESEARCH 885
725 PATENTS 890









































999 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
Table 3. Area of Expertise Codes (continued)

IV. CHANGING DATA ON THE MASTER FILE
A. THE CHANGE TRANSACTION
As discussed in section three, when invitation forms are received,
a determination utilizing the Name-key cross reference listing is made.
This identifies the response as either an Add transaction, if the individ-
ual is not listed, or a change transaction if the individual is listed on
the cross-reference report. The change transaction was designed to
allow changes to be made to individual master records of the directory
master file and to reduce the key punch requirements for those individ-
uals maintained on the master file from previous directory printings
and who are responding to a subsequent invitation request.
The following procedures are recommended for completing change
transactions:
1. Determine the key for completing the invitation form by
utilizing the Name-key cross-reference listing. This is
accomplished by scanning the report, which is in alphabetical
sequence, until a match is made with the name provided on
the invitation form. See report 3.
2. Determine the change required to update the master file of
this individual, by comparing the contents of the invitation
form with the data listed for this individual on the Alphabetical
listing of the latest computer print out of the first section of
the Technology Directory (report 4).
3. Code the information which has changed, utilizing the ap-
propriate change transaction form (figure 12). On this
form, code in the key identified from the Name-key cross-
reference report and any changed data in accordance with the
change transaction format provided by figure 6.
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If an invitation response is received containing no changes from
the latest director y printout, then the directory number of the key field
will be the only required change. This is accomplished by incrementing
the directory number of the individuals existing key by one digit, to match
the directory number corresponding to the new directory being developed.
This change transaction requires only nine key punch strokes rather than
the 231 key punch strokes required for a new (Add) transaction and is a
major design feature of the ATTS system.
B. CHANGES TO ERRORS DISCOVERED IN THE DATA BASE
The change transaction was also developed to provide a mechanism
to correct any errors found in master file records. However, this
means that a change transaction can only be applied to an existing master
file record and requires that an Add transaction must have been previously
accepted by the system, for the specific master file record in error, or
requiring a change. The system will reject any change transaction sub-
mitted with a key which is not contained in a master record on the file
and produces an appropriate error message on the update error report.
The ATTS system has been designed to allow changes to be applied
to all data fields of a master record except the first three elements of
the key field. In order to change these elements, the entire master
record must be deleted. Section five explains this procedure; however,
there should be no reason to ever change these elements of the key
unless an initial keypunch error has occurred.
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C. CHANGE TRANSACTION EDITS
All change transactions are edited in the same manner as Add trans-
actions by the validate and update program. Change transactions may
be submitted alone or with other Add or delete transactions and no sort-
ing is required. Change transactions are identified to the system by
their transaction code which is the letter 'C rather than an 'A' for Add
transactions or a 'D' reserved for delete transactions.
Change transactions failing any edit checks will be rejected by the
validate and update program and print on the respective error report
with error messages describing the edit failure. These rejected trans-
actions will have to be manually corrected and provided as input to the
next program cycle along with any other input data.
D. CHANGE TRANSACTION KEY PUNCH INSTRUCTIONS
There are a total of thirteen data fields which may be changed by
this transaction. The change transaction subcode identifies, to the
system, which data elements of the master record are to be changed.
The sub-code is a two digit field on each change transaction and can
have four possible values: '01', '02', '03' and '04'. The change card
format provided by figure 12, identifies the corresponding data elements
associated with these four codes. The key, coded exactly as found on
the Name-key cross-reference listing, must be present on each change
transaction which are single data card (eighty columns) transactions.
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The change transaction code, the letter 'C, is keypunched in card
column ten in accordance with the change transaction formats. The
change transaction sub-code is also coded and keypunched in card
columns eleven and twelve respectively.
To change information on the master file, keypunch the new informa.
tion from the appropriate data field, as listed by the respective change
keypunch format (figure 12), and the ATTS system will replace the cor-
responding data field of the master record having the same key, if all




TXN ELEMENT DARD FIELD EDIT MESSAGE
SUB-CODE DATA FIELD COLUMNS LENGTH VALUE NUMBER NOTES
01 KEY 1-9 9 N 22 MUST BE PRESENT
TXN CODE 10 1 •c 4 MUST BE »C
SUB-CODE 11-12 2 •01' 5 MUST BE '01'
NAME 13-40 28 A 7 CHANGE FIELD
^» ORGANIZATION 41-75 35 A/N 8 CHANGE FIELD
OCCUP. CODE 76-78 3 N 16 CHANGE FIELD
DIRECTORY NO. 79-80 2 N 13 CHANGE FIELD
02 KEY 1-9 9 N 22 MUST BE PRESENT
TXN CODE - 10 1 •c 4 MUST BE *C
SUB-CODE 11-12 2 02' 5 MUST BE '02'
ADDRESS LINE-1 13-41 29 A/N 9 CHANGE FIELD
.
STREET 42-65 24 A/N 10 CHANGE FIELD
STATE 66-67 2 A 11 CHANGE FIELD
ZIP 68-73 6 A/N 12 CHANGE FIELD
BLANK 74-80 7 BLANK N/A BLANK
03 KEY 1-9 9 N 22 MUST BE PRESENT
TXN CODE 10 1 •C 4 MUST BE •C
SUB-CODE 11-12 2 '03' 5 MUST BE '03'
CITY 13-28 16 A 14 CHANGE FIELD
FOREIGN USE 29-48 20 A/N 30 CHANGE FIELD
TELEPHONE 49-64 16 A/N 15 CHANGE FIELD
AREA OF EXP. 65-73 9 A 17 CHANGE FIELD
FUTURE USE 74-79 6 N/A N/A BLANK
BLANK 80 1 N/A N/A BLANK
04 KEY 1-9 9 N 22 MUST BE PRESENT
TXN-CODE 10 1 'C 4 MUST BE 'C
SUB-CODE 11-12 2 '04' 5 MUST BE '04'
TITLE 13-40 28 A/N N/A CHANGE FIELD
BLANK 41-80 40 N/A N/A BLANK
A = ALPHA FIELD
A/N = ALPHA NUMERIC
N = NUMERIC FIELD
N/A = NOT APPLICABLE
Figure 6. Change Transaction Key Punch Formats
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DATA BASE CHANGE REQUEST FORM
Use this form to indicate any corrections or changes to your master
record as listed in the Directory.
Data field or fields to be changed:
ey (Office use) Change sub-code (Office use)
t < l l l l l l l 1 iCtOil I
10
Name (Last, First, M.I.)














Key (Office use) Change sub-code (Office use)





> i i i i i i i ' 1 ' i i i » I L_l I I I I ! I l_l I L
Street, P.O. BOX, APT. NO..RM.NO.


























1 I l I I I I I I l I I I l l I I I I I I
29
Telephone Number
I l > l l l l l l l l I i t i I
49
Area of Expertise codes
I I I 1 I I I I I I
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Key (Office use) Change sub-code (Office use)
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V. DELETING RECORDS FROM THE MASTER FILE
A. THE DELETE TRANSACTION
The delete transaction provides the means of deleting entire records
from the master file. The delete transaction will cause the validate and
update program to delete the record having the corresponding key of
the master file. The input transaction consists of only the key, obtained
from the Name-key cross-reference listing, and the delete transaction
code indicated by the letter 'D' coded in columns one through ten
respectively. Thus to delete a record, determine the key of the record
to be deleted, and keypunch this key in spaces one through nine, in ac-
cordance with table 4, and the transaction code in card column ten.
This transaction, after key punching, can be inserted in the input
deck along with other Add or change transactions. It must be recognized,
that this transaction will delete the entire master record from the mas-
ter file, including its corresponding key. The edit module of the valida-
tion program will reject the delete transaction if any data fields are
keypunched after card column ten and will produce an error message
on the update error report. The system must also find the record on
the master file indicated by the input key, keypunched on the delete
transaction. Therefore, the system requires that a record must be
on file before accepting the delete transaction.
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Data Element Card Columns Length Value
Key 1-9 9 Numeric
Txn-Code 10 1 'D'
Filler 11-80 70 Must Be Blank
Table 4. Delete Transaction Keypunch Format
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VI. DATA BASE CORRECTION PROCEDURES
A. VALIDATE AND UPDATE ERROR REPORT CORRECTION
PROCEDURES
As discussed in section three, input transactions which fail edit and
update screens, are printed out in transaction number sequence on either
the Validation Error Listing (report 1) or the Update Error Listing
(report #2) by the Validation and Update Program (TECHVAL).
1. Validation Error Report
This report consists of three sections: the Transaction Num-
ber (TXN- Number), the Input Transaction Image Area (Card-Image),
and the Error Message Area (Error Message). The TXN-Number iden-
tifies the specific transaction in error, by its sequence number in the
input transaction keypunched card deck. The transaction in error is
further identified in the Card Image Area where it is reproduced (1st
80 characters) and printed exactly as inputed to the Validation and Update
Program.
The Error Message Area prints one of the thirty-two error
messages listed on figure 7. These error messages explain the reason
and identify the data field causing the transaction to fail the edit check.
The purpose of these edit checks is to prevent erroneous data from up-
dating the Master File.
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Report #1 is an example of all the possible transaction failure
conditions, as well as the transactions causing the error.
2. Validation Correction Procedures
To correct the transactions listed on the Validation Error
Report, utilizing the TXN- Number, extract this transaction from the
input keypunch deck. Note that 'Add' Transactions consist of three cards
and are listed as one transaction. Change transactions are all one card
transactions. Utilizing the corresponding listed error message, identify,
correct and re-keypunch these transactions. The Transaction Keypunch
Formats (figures 5 and 6) provide additional information explaining
transaction failures. The Edit/Value column of these formats identify
either the specific value or the type edit allowed and performed by the
validation module on the corresponding data element. Furthermore,
the error message column of these formats list the controlling error
message number which is cross referenced to figure 7, which lists the
corresponding error message. The 'Note' column of the Change Trans-
action Formats, also provide specific values which the validation mod-
ule utilizes in its edit screens.
Insertion of these corrected transactions into the next input
card deck to the Validation and Update Program (see figure 2) completes
the correction cycle.
3. The Update Error Report
Transactions appearing on this report are caused either by
attempting to introduce (Add) a transaction having the same key field
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(a duplicate) as an existing record on the Master File or by attempting to
change a record (by a change TXN) which does not exist on the Master
File.
This report consists of three sections: (1) the record number
of the master record on the Master File (Record Number) Section refers
to the record number which the input transaction is attempting to modify.
(2) The Card Image Area (Card Image), contains the contents of the key-
field of the input transaction. (3) The Error Message Area, prints out
.
error message number 24 or 32 cross referenced on figure 7.
4. Update Correction Procedures
To correct transactions appearing on this report, utilize the
Name Key Listing, report 3, to determine the correct key for change
transactions. This list will also provide the key to which the input 'Add'
Transaction is a duplicate of. Assignment of a different key to the 'Add'
transaction will correct this condition. Re-keypunch these transactions
with the correct key and insert these Transactions into the next input
deck to the Validation and Update Program Cycle (See System Flow
Chart Two).
B. BATCHING THE DATA INPUT
Batching data input refers to the process of combining data input
(keypunched cards) into batches, usually of a specific number, for
future data processing by a computer.
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The ATTS System is a batch process system, however, its input
data decks can be of any size. Normally, the transaction input data
decks should be limited to a reasonable size (50 to 500 transactions) to
facilitate any validation or update corrections. The ATTS System is
designed for validation and update errors to be corrected and inputed
to the next program cycle; however, this is not a system requirement.
C. FILING PROCESSED INPUT TRANSACTIONS
Those transactions not rejected by the ATTS System, should be
placed in the Processed Input Data File (Boxes), maintained by the
Technology Transfer Secretary. This will provide an 'Audit Trail 1
and a Data Base Maintenance Record. The recommended filing pro-
cedure for processed transaction, includes placing a rubber band around
the processed input data batch with the process date written on the front
of the first card in the batch. These batches may be discarded when
the corresponding Technology Transfer Directory is produced from the
data base by the ATTS Print Programs.
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VII. MASTER FILE RETENTION PROCEDURES




The project number required and assigned by the Computer
Center expires each June. Project Number 0813 has been assigned to
the Technology Transfer Project and is utilized by the ATTS System.
This project number must be revalidated each June by completing a
Project Request Form (use copy on file in Computer Center as a guide)
which is then signed by Professor Creighton and returned to the Com-
puter Project Assignment Office.
2. Master Tape File Expiration Dates
The following three tape files required by the ATTS System
must have their expiration dates extended each year in order to prevent
the Computer Center from 'scratching' the data. A master list of all
NPS tapes is maintained behind the counter in the Computer Output
Printer Room. Prior to 1 January each year, request that the expira-
tion dates be extended on this list for an additional year for the follow-
ing tapes:
DATA SET NAME VOL SER NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE
Fo973.CONV.MAST
Fo973.ORIG.NAME









These three tapes are listed on the NPS Master Tape List as follows:
TAPE NUMBER USER PROJECT NUMBER COST CENTER CODE
NPS 349 CREIGHTON 0663 54CF
NPS 490 CREIGHTON 0663 54CF
NPS 200 CREIGHTON 0663 54CF
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VIII. ATTS SYSTEM EXECUTION
A. EXECUTING THE PROGRAMS OF THE ATTS SYSTEM
All six ATTS Program card decks, with JCL included, and program
listings, are maintained in the file cabinet located in the Technology-
Transfer Office.
The system flow charts starting on page 73 depict the sequence
and structure of the ATTS System. All input and output data sets are
also listed. Note that by changing the input data sets to any of the print
programs, all individuals maintained on the Master File (NPS 349) can
be printed. For specific directory year groups, the appropriate direc-
tory year (last two digits of the key field) control card is inserted
behind the //INI* JCL Card of the TECHXFER Print Program.
Note that for all the print programs, except the Label Program,
use the Job Card specifying bond paper for actual directory printing
preparation.
1. Print Label Program
Program Parameters:
a. JCL Job Name: TECHXLBL
b. PGM-ID: PRINT-LABEL




This program requires that the computer operator mount the
labels, which we provide, and set the print control for six lines per
inch. This information is listed on the special instruction card which
must be removed from the program deck before 'loading' the program,
via the card reader, into the system. After loading the program, re-
place the special instruction card, and provide the program deck and
box of labels to the computer operator. The Job is run at night because
of the special handling required and should be ready for pick up the
following morning. Note that the program prints forty-five alignment
labels for the operator and that by changing the input data set to NPS
490, labels for the directory year selected by the print program will be
produced.
2. Process and Validate Input Data Program
a. JCL Job Name: TECHVAL
b. PGM-ID: UPDATE
Special Instructions:
The old and new Master Input Files to this program are in key
sequence. The Key Punch Input Transactions (Add and Change) are
sorted by the program in transaction code sequence (minor field) within
key sequence (major sort field). The data deck is placed behind the
//INI* JCL card, located as the last card of the TECHVAL Program,
before program execution. In order to reduce the requirement for
Generation Data Sets, the old and new Master Tapes are renamed by
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the TECHXKEY Program, which must be executed after the TECHVAL
PGM completes execution. This is critical, because, unless this is
accomplished, the input transactions will not update the Master File.
The TECHVAL Program merges validated input transactions,
in key sequence, onto the Master file. Delete transactions are proces-
sed by not moving them to the Master Output File, thus, a new Master
File is created each program cycle. The Master File Activity Report
provides processing data and should be checked each run. Validation
and update errors should be worked off their respective reports and
inputed to the next cycle. Note that the sort file is a variable length
file consisting of six variable length records. Also, the Validation
Module screens all Add (new) transactions to ensure that the three input
cards required for one new transaction are present. This module also
validates all fields on each transaction, even after detecting a field in
error. This is to produce an error listing containing all errors on each
transaction at one time and to reduce repeated rejection of a multiple
error transaction. The program contains an error message table with
error number (29) reserved for expansion.
3. Name Key Cross Reference Listing Program
a. JCL Job Name: TECHXKEY
b. PGM-ID: LIST KEY
Special Instructions:
The input and output tapes are in key sequence. The cross
reference listing is in last name sequence. This program accomplishes
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two tasks. First, it renames the old and new Master Files for the
TECHVAL Program discussed in number 2 above. Secondly, it pro-
vides a listing of every individual on the master file, utilized for deter-
mining the appropriate key for Change Transaction assignment and
provides a means of identifying new transactions. Its total name report,
printed on the last page, should be cross referenced to the Master File
Activity Report produced by the TECHVAL Program. Specifically, the
'total Master File output count' of the TECHVAL Program, should be
equal to the 'total number records on file number' listed by the TECHX-
KEY Program. This provides a system processing check and validates
proper input tape assignment.
4. Alpha Directory Print Program
Program Parameters:
a. JCL Job Name: TECXFER
b. PGM-ID: PRINT-DIRECTORY
Special Instructions:
This program is the Master Print Program of the ATTS System.
It is designed to provide the option of printing a specific directory from
the Master File by 'pulling' records matching the directory year in-
dicated on the Directory Print Control Card (figure 8) provided as input
to the program. Thus, to select the 1977 Directory, code '02' in card
column 13 and 14 of the control card. Each new directory printing will
contain directory numbers incremented each year and coded in the key
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field when inputed to the system. Thus, for the next directory (after
the 1977 Directory) all key fields will contain '03' in the directory
number field. To print that directory, code '03' in card column 13 and
14 of the control card of the TECXFER Program. Note that the system
will edit this card for numerics in card columns 13 and 14. The TECX-
FER PGM will not execute if the control card is not present or does not
contain a numeric, two digit, directory number.
The TECXFER Program functions as the Master Print Program
by providing as output, the input tape to the State, Occupational and Label
Programs (see System Flow Chart Three).
The program also produces the Alphabetical Listing for the
first section of the directory. Due to the fact that each entry on the
report requires five print lines, the total printed output will be greater
than 6000 lines. Therefore, it will not be printed until the operator
'dumps' the hold queue. This is a Computer Center imposed requirement.
5 . Occupation Cross-Reference Program
Program Parameters:
a. JCL Job Name: TECHXOCP
b. PGM-ID OCCPXREF
General comments:
This program sorts as input, the tape (NPS 490) provided by
the TECXFER Program, in occupational code sequence. It then prints
last names in alphabetical sequence which have the same occupation
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codes. Input transactions with blank occupational codes are coded as
'00' which forces them to the 'top' of the file, where they will be printed
under the "not specified" heading. The total names number printed on
the last page of the Occupational Cross Reference Listing, is provided
as a system check to ensure that all names have been printed, and match
the number contained on the input tape produced by the TECXFER Program.
6. State/ Foreign Cross-Reference Program
Program Parameters:
a. JCL Job Name: TEX5TATE
b. PGM-ID: STATE-XREF
Special Instructions:
This program sorts as input, the tape (NPS 490) provided by
the TECXFER Program in state code sequence. It then prints those
individuals by last name sequence having the same state code. The
program utilizes a card input deck of state names and codes to build
an internal table for generating the state name appearing on the State
Cross Reference Report. Table 2, lists all codes comprising the data
deck used to build this table. New foreign country codes and names
should be added to this deck when input responses contain countries not
listed on this table. The two digit code is keypunched in card columns
1 and 2. The corresponding country is keypunched in card columns
3-24. The program also edits the state code field on the input tape
against this table. Master records whose state codes differ from the
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codes built in the table will be rejected and printed on an Error Report
(figure 9). The names on this report indicate those Master records
which have invalid state/country codes. Submit change transactions to
the state field for each of these individuals as input to the Techval pro-
gram. Re-run the Techxfer program to provide the input tape containing













FIRST ADD CARD MISSING FROM INPUT •.
PIC X (40) ,
'SECOND ADD CARD MISSING FROM INPUT '.
PIC X(40) ,
THIRD ADD CARD MISSING FRCN INPUT •.
PIC X{40) ,
TRANSACTICN CODE IS NOT A,C,OR D '.
PIC X(40) ,
TRANSACTICN CHANGE SUB-CODE IS INVALID
PIC X(40),
ALL DATA FIELDS BLANK ON INPUT CARD '.
PIC X(40) ,
'-NAME FIELD NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC '.
PIC X(43) ,
ORGANIZATION IS NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC • .
PIC X(40) ,
1ST ADDRESS LINE IS NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC '
PIC X<40) ,
'STREET FIELD IS NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC '.
PIC X(40) ,
STATE FIELD IS NOT ALPHABETIC '.
PIC X(4D) ,
ZIP CODE IS NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC • .
PIC X(40) ,
DIRECTORY NUM CHANGE NOT NUMERIC '.
PIC X(40)
,
'CITY FIELD NOT ALPHABETIC •.
PIC X(43),
PHONE NUMBER NOT ALPHA-NUNER IC • .
PIC X(40) ,
OCCUPATION CODE NOT NUMERIC '.
PIC X(40) ,
AREA OF EXPERTISE NOT NUMERIC '.
PIC X(40) ,
INVALID STATE CODE • .
PIC X(40),
DATA FIELDS NOT BLANK ON CELETE TXN •.
PIC X(40) ,
2ND ADD CARD FAILED DUE TC CARD 1
PIC X(40) ,
'3RD ADD CARD FAILED DUE TC CARD 1
PIC X(40),
TRANSACTICN KEY IS NOT NUMERIC «.
PIC X(4J) ,
NAME FLO BLANK «.
PIC X(40) ,
ATTEMP CHG TO RECORD NOT ON FILE
PIC X(40) ,
INPUT CARD IS OUT OF SEQUENCE '.
PIC X(40) ,
'STREET FIELD BLANK '.
PIC X(43)
,






FOR FUTURE USE •.
PIC X(40),
FOREIGN USE FIELD NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC '
PIC X14J) ,
OCCUPATION FIELD IS BLANK '.
PIC X(40) ,
ADD-TXN INVALID FOR REC-GN FILE .
10 C-ERR-MSGS REDEFINES C-ERR-MSG-TBL.
15 ERR-ENT PIC X(40) ,
OCCURS 32 TIi^ES,
INDEXED BY ERR-INDEX.






































































DATA ELEMENT CARD COLUMN LENGTH VALUE
Card Name 1-13 13 'Control Card'
or
May Be Blank
Directory # 14-15 The Two Digit
Directory year
group desired
Filler 15-80 65 Spaces
Figure 8. TECHXFER Master Print Control Card
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STATE/COUNTRY ERROR CODE REPORT
NAME KEY FIELD INVALID STATE CODE
PEARSE, DR. J. F. 282817702 AU




IX. CONVERTING COMPUTER REPORTS INTO THE DIRECTORY
A. MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION
The Technology Transfer Directory is primarily composed of the
alphabetical, occupation cross reference and state/country cross refer-
ence computer produced reports.
The following flow chart depicts the procedures necessary to con-
vert these three reports to a manuscript, to be reduced and printed,
either by the School Print Shop or an outside printer. Note that the
template used for providing the dimensions for cutting the computer
generated reports, also provides the exact manuscript size for the
reports to be reduced and printed on 8-1/2 by 11" standard stock paper.
Also, Room E515 on the fifth floor of Herrmann Hall contains the tem-
plate, examples, and the facilities for preparing the computer output
for printing.
B. PRODUCING AN ADDENDUM
Approximately ninety days after printing the Directory, an Addendum
should be produced which includes any requested changes to information
included in the latest Directory and late responses received after the
directory printing cut-off date.
The procedures necessary for the production of an addendum are
the same as those required for the production of a directory. However,
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the TECHXFER Master Print Program will have to be temporarily
modified to select only those individuals to be listed in the Addendum.
Late responses and change transactions are inputed to the TECHVAL
Program in the normal manner; however, a record of the 'Keys' of all
change records should be maintained because the Key Field provides
the means of selecting these records by the TECHXFER Program.
1. Modifying the TECHXFER Program
As discussed above, the TECHXFER Program will have to be
modified to select only those records to be listed on the Addendum. The
Key Field of these records provides the means of identifying the records
to be 'pulled' from the Master File. A combination of the Julian Day,
Julian Year or Directory Number Fields of the Keys of these records,
with a corresponding "Literal Constant, " provides the bases of the logic
which will have to be changed in the record selection routine (paragraph
Validate-P0019) of the TECHXFER Program. For example, the Adden-
dum to the 1977 Directory was produced by modifying the Validate-P0019
paragraph, at line number 193 of the Techxfer computer program. En-
sure that this temporary program code is removed after program execu-
tion and that the original program code is replaced starting at line 193.
To include specific individuals who have changes to their master records,
insert their respective keys as hard coded numeric literals for the com-
pare logic statement. For example, if individuals who have master
records with key numbers 300017703 and 300087704, which had been
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corrected since the last directory printing, then the following code will
extract these records: "if New-Key equal to '300017703' or equal to
'300087704', ". This code would also be inserted in the Validate-P0019
paragraph after the Addendum extraction code. Figure 11, provides an
example of these changes and was the actual temporary code added to
the Techxfer program for the production of the Addendum to the 1977
directory. Note that eight records were hard coded for extraction and
that the Julian year of '77' and the directory number fields of the key
field were utilized to specify the extraction code necessary to provide
the addendum master tape. This tape was utilized by the remaining


























































INPUT FROCEDURE IS VALIDATE,
OUTPUT FROCEDURE IS UPDATE.
MAIN-P0025.







AT END GO TO VALI DATE-P001 5.
VALIDATE-P0012.
IF CNT-DIR-NUM EQUAL TO SPACES,
GO TO VALI0ATE-PC020.
IF CNT-DIR-NUM NOT NUMERIC,
GO TO VALIDATE-P0022.






REAC MASTER-FILE, AT ENC GO TO VAL IDATE-END
.
IF NEW-JUL-YR > THAN '77' AND NEW-DIR-NUM = '02',
OR NEW-KEY = • 300017703',
OR NEW-KEY = '300087704',
OR NEW-KEY = '287187702',
OR NEW-KEY = '279187702',
OR NEW-KEY = '271537702',
OR NEW-KEY = '278537702',
OR NEW-KEY = '270347702',
OR NEW-KEY = '275417702',




MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE
MOVE ERR-1 TO ERR-MESSAGE.





MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE
MOVE ERR-2 TO ERR-MESSAGE.






Figure 11. TECHXFER Program Addendum Code Additions
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Report Z. Update Error Report
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System Flow Chart One. Prepare, Mail and Keypunch





















































































































This addendum to the 1977 Technology Transfer Directory
of People is being issued to include those individuals whose
authorization forms v/ere received after the printing cut-off
date. If this method proves acceptable, we intend to utilize
it in the future not only for this purpose but also to cor-
rect errors that may have escaped our editing procedures and
to provide revised information for those currently listed.
We believe this is consistent with our original intentions
that this directory be of substantial benefit to those inter-
ested in the technology transfer process.
You will find that this addendum has a different format
than the directory itself. In addition to the revised format,
we have eliminated the AREAS of INTEREST codes and have added
the titles of those listed. These revisions, along with re-
vised OCCUPATION and AREAS of EXPERTISE codes based primarily
on the DICTIONARY of OCCUPATION TITLES published by the U. S.
Department of Labor, will be included in the next directory.
Additionally, the next directory will contain a form which
will enable you to change and/or correct any information in
our data base. Also, the next directory v/ill incorporate
ring binder holes to accommodate future addendums
.
Many of the current and anticipated changes are the result
of recommendations you submitted. We encourage further sug-
gestions and therefore have provided a form to facilitate
their submission. Furthermore, if you know of any individuals
who would be interested in being listed in the next directory,
please provide their names and addresses so that we may send
them an invitation.
The information in this addendum was solicited under the
authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as
amended. All the information in this addendum was received
entirely voluntarily.
Single copies of the 1977 directory and the addendum
may be obtained by writing to any one of the three editors.
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